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Abstract: The benzenium, toluenium, and ethylbenzenium ions were synthesized on aluminum bromide by
coadsorption of the precursors with either HBr or alkyl bromide. Principal components of the13C chemical shift
tensors for the ring carbons of these species were measured from magic angle spinning spectra. The benzenium ion
was static at 77 K but underwent both proton scrambling and anisotropic rotation at 298 K as well as oligomerization
at higher loadings. Thepara form of the toluenium ion was the dominant isomer at 77 K, but a temperature-
dependent equilibrium between thepara andortho isomers was observed at 273 K. Observations of1H-13C self-
decoupling and loading-dependent13C shifts for small amounts of toluene on high-purity AlBr3 demonstrate the
existence of trace Brønsted sites on an important Friedel-Crafts catalyst. Geometries of the benzenium ions were
optimized with both MP2/6-311+G* and density functional calculations at B3LYP/6-311+G*; these were in very
good agreement with one another. Energy calculations at MP4(fc,sdq)/6-311+G*//MP2/6-311+G* with thermal
corrections resulted in good agreement between calculated and measured proton affinities for benzene, toluene, and
ethylbenzene. For the toluenium ion, the energies of theortho andmeta isomers were 1.2 and 5.4 kcal/mol,
respectively, above thepara isomer, consistent with the temperature-dependent13C NMR spectra in the solid state.
13C chemical shift tensors calculated at the GIAO-MP2/tzp/dz//MP2/6-311+G* and GIAO-MP2/tzp/dz//B3LYP/6-
311+G* levels of theory were in very close agreement with each other and generally in satisfactory agreement with
experimental principal components. The calculated tensors of benzenium ion were modified to account for the two
dynamical processes described above, and a combination of these reproduced the experimental observation of a
single, axially symmetric tensor at 298 K.

Introduction

Arenium ions1 (e.g., benzenium1) have a long and distin-
guished history in organic chemistry, the first 60 or so years of
which are described elsewhere.2-5 These carbocations, formed
by protonation or alkylation of aromatic rings (e.g., Scheme
1), are central to electrophilic aromatic substitutions or rear-
rangements in acidic solutions and the gas phase.
In the mid-to-late 1950s, Olah and Kuhn6,7 isolated simple

alkylbenzenium ions as their tetrafluoroborate salts. Baenziger
and Nelson measured the structure of the tetrachloroaluminate
salt of the heptamethylbenzenium ion.8 The first solution1H
NMR studies of alkyl-substituted benzenium ions were carried
out more-or-less simultaneously by Doering et al.9 and MacLean
et al.10 followed by Olah,11 MacLean and Mackor,12,13 and

Gillespie.14 This early work was greatly elaborated by Olah
and co-workers,15-19 who reported1H and13C NMR measure-
ments in magic acid and related solution superacids. Mass
spectrometry, ICR, and related methods20-26 have been exten-
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sively applied to characterize the rates and mechanisms of
arenium ion reactions in the gas phase. Variable temperature
NMR was applied by Farcasiu27 and others15 to identifyortho-
paraequilibria for alkylbenzenium ions in solution. Extension
of solution1H NMR studies to aluminum halide acid systems
was first reported by Doering et al.9 and Koptyug et al.28,29Olah
and co-workers reported the first13C NMR study of the “red
oils” formed in Friedel-Crafts reactions.18 Studies of aluminum
halide molten salts are of current interest; these were originally
formulated withN-1-butylpyridinium chloride (NPC) or 1-ethyl-
3-methyl-1H-imidazolium chloride (EMIC) as in HCl/AlCl3/
EMIC,30,31 but as shown recently by Ma et al.,32 HBr/AlBr3/
TMSuBr (TMSuBr ) trimethylsulfonium bromide) is a
convenient molten salt system that can partially protonate
benzene while leaving wide spectral windows.
Recently Sieber, Schleyer and Gauss33 carried out MP2/6-

31G* optimizations of1 that confirmed itsC2v symmetry;
furthermore they carried out correlated GIAO-MP213C chemical
shift calculations and found excellent agreement between the
calculated isotropic shifts and those measured previously in
solution. There is now a body of literature that demonstrates
the importance of properly including electron correlation in
chemical shift calculations for carbenium ions and related
species, especially those with multiple bonds.33-36 A recently
published GIAO-DFT (density functional theory) method that
provides calculations of acceptable accuracy for many test cases
was clearly less accurate than MP2 for the specific case of1.37

Beginning in 1989,38 we have used variable temperature in
situ magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR to study the chemistry
of solid acids.39 More recently, this work has been combined
with theoretical calculations of the structures, energies, and
chemical shifts for species proposed to exist on solid acids. In
1995, we studied H/D exchange reactions of benzene on HY
zeolite and demonstrated that the reaction coordinate did not
include a benzenium ion intermediate.40 We also published (as
a control experiment) the first NMR study in frozen magic acid;
we observed the static benzenium ion at 83 K. Also in 1995,
we reported the principal components of the13C chemical shift
tensors of thetert-butyl and acetylium cations formed on
AlCl3.41

In the present paper we report the first detailed study of
benzenium ions on solid acids. We prepared the benzenium,
toluenium, and ethylbenzenium ions on AlBr3 and/or HBr/AlBr3.

In situ 13C MAS NMR was used to measure the principal
components of the13C chemical shift tensors of the cations as
well as to observe some of the dynamics of electrophilic
aromatic substitution on metal halide solid acids.13C chemical
shift tensors for benzenium ions, available for the first time,
motivate a comparison of experimental and calculated values.

Geometries of the benzenium ion (1), para-protonated eth-
ylbenzenium ion (2), and three isomers of the toluenium ion
(o-3,m-3, andp-3) were determined at the MP2/6-311+G* level
of theory and by density functional theory at B3LYP/6-
311+G*.42 The geometries obtained using DFT were very
similar to those obtained with MP2. The calculated proton
affinities (PAs) were in good agreement with experimental
proton affinities for the precursors.13C chemical shift tensors
were calculated at both GIAO-MP2/tzp/dz//MP2/6-311+G* and
GIAO-MP2/tzp/dz//B3LYP/6-311+G*. These values were in
satisfactory agreement with experiment, even without attempts
to model the medium in the calculations.

Experimental Section

Materials. Anhydrous aluminum bromide (99.99%), hydrogen
bromide (99%), bromomethane (99.5%), bromoethane (99%), benzene
(99.9%), and toluene (99.8%) were purchased from Aldrich. Bro-
momethane-13C, benzene-13C6, benzene-13C1, toluene-ring-13C6, and
toluene-R-13C were purchased from Isotec.13C enrichment in all the
13C-labeled compounds is 99% or greater.
Sample Preparation for MAS NMR. All samples were prepared

using a standard CAVERN device described previously.43 Anhydrous
AlBr3 was ground to a fine powder inside a dry box under a nitrogen
atmosphere; 0.6-0.8 g of AlBr3 powder was loaded into a 7.5-mm
NMR rotor and evacuated to a final pressure of less than 10-4 Torr in
the CAVERN device. Adsorptions were done at subambient temper-
atures on a vacuum line. The uptake of benzene and toluene is strongly
dependent upon the adsorption temperature; the optimum adsorption
temperature was found to be ca. 243 K for benzene and ca. 273 K for
toluene. The loading of the aromatics was typically 0.1-0.2 equiv
(molecule/AlBr3). Reactions between benzene and alkyl halides were
usually carried out between 200 and 243 K to avoid the formation of
di- or multisubstituted benzenium ions. Loadings of alkyl halides were
slightly higher than those of benzene in order to achieve complete
conversion to benzenium ions, as unreacted benzene interfered with
measurement of the13C principal components of the benzenium ions.
A slightly different procedure was used to synthesize benzenium

ions on HBr/AlBr3. For example, benzene was adsorbed onto AlBr3

at 243 K, and the sample was further cooled to 150 K and exposed to
600-700 Torr of HBr gas. The rotor was capped at 77 K and
transferred to a precooled NMR probe.
NMR Spectroscopy. 13C MAS NMR experiments were performed

on a modified Chemagnetics CMX-300 MHz spectrometer operating
at 75.36 MHz. Hexamethylbenzene (17.4 ppm for the methyl carbons)
was used as the external chemical shift standard. Chemical shift
parameters are reported relative to tetramethylsilane (TMS). Chemag-
netics-style pencil probes spun 7.5-mm zirconia rotors with active spin
speed control ((3 Hz). A number of NMR experiments were
performed at different temperatures, including: cross-polarization44 (CP,
contact time) 1-2 ms, pulse delay) 1-4 s, 2000-4000 transients),
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cross-polarization with interrupted decoupling45 (contact time) 1-2
ms, pulse delay) 1-4 s, 2000-4000 transients, dipolar dephasing
time of 50µs), and single-pulse excitation (Bloch decay) with or without
proton decoupling (pulse delay) 4-20 s, 200 transients).
Experiments were carried out and reported using both benzene-13C1

and benzene-13C6 as the label source for ring carbons. The principal
components of the chemical shift tensors for the benzenium ions were
measured by fitting the side band intensities of the13C CP MAS spectra
using the Herzfeld-Berger algorithm.46 For accurate measurements,
several orders of spinning side bands are required for each isotropic
peak; therefore, slow spinning speeds are appropriate. Typical spinning
speeds were ca. 4.0 kHz, which is somewhat faster than the13C-13C
dipolar coupling between two adjacent13C nuclei in static benzene.
The estimated uncertainties in the measured isotropic shifts are<1
ppm, while the indeterminate errors in the principal component
measurements are larger (vide infra).
The isotropic shift (δiso) is the average of three principal components

(δ11 g δ22 g δ33), i.e.,

The asymmetry factor (η) and chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) are
defined by the following equations to comform with the convention
found in the compilation of principal component data by Duncan:47

Computations. We fully optimized the benzenium ions1-3 using
analytical gradient techniques within the program Gaussian 94.48 All
of the geometries reported here were obtained using the 6-311+G*
basis set.49 Electron correlation was treated using either second-order
Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2)50 or density functional theory
using the B3LYP42 exchange functional. Core electrons were frozen
in the MP2 optimizations and the MP4 energy calculations. We allowed
the molecules complete flexibility during geometry optimizations at
levels of theory below those reported. From those preliminary results,
we imposed reasonable symmetry constraints on the final optimizations.
For the final MP2 optimized geometries, we also performed single-
point energy calculations at MP4(fc,sdq) and MP2 frequency calcula-
tions to obtain the zero-point energies.
In order to circumvent the problem of gauge dependence common

to all magnetic properties, we used gauge including atomic orbitals
(GIAOs)51,52 in the chemical shift calculations.13C chemical shift
tensors were calculated at the GIAO-MP2/tzp/dz53 level of theory
(hydrogens with the double-zeta polarized, dz, and carbons with the
triple-zeta polarized, tzp, basis sets of Horn and Alhrichs).54,55 Schleyer

and co-workers have demonstrated that a similar scheme, combining
optimizations at the MP2/6-31G* level with GIAO-MP2/tzp/dz NMR
calculations, gives good agreement with experimental isotropic shifts
for a variety of cations, especially1.33

We used the program ACES II for the GIAO-MP2 chemical shift
calculations.56 13C chemical shifts are reported relative to the value
for tetramethylsilane (TMS) calculated at the same level of theory. For
the basis sets employed here, the absolute13C shieldings of TMS were
199.0 (MP2 geometry) and 198.9 (B3LYP geometry).
Because the antisymmetric portion of the calculated tensor is

generally not observed experimentally, the calculated tensors must be
corrected prior to comparison with experiment. Thus, we first averaged
the upper and lower triangles of the tensors and then diagonalized the
symmetrized tensors. A program to easily take chemical shift tensor
data from quantum chemistry codes, calculate principal components,
and create data for plotting of the molecules and tensor orientations is
available from the authors upon request.57

Results

Geometries and Energies.Figure 1 presents and compares
the geometries of1 and2 optimized at the MP2/6-311+G* and
B3LYP/6-311+G* levels of theory. Discrepancies in bond
distances between MP2 and DFT are no greater than 0.01 Å
and are typically much less; the angles agree to within 0.6°.
Our geometries for1 are also in very close agreement with those
reported by Schleyer and co-workers at MP2/6-31G*.33 Figure
2 reports MP2/6-311+G* geometries for all three isomers of3
as well as the B3LYP geometry forp-3. Again, the agreement
between MP2 and DFT is satisfying.
Energies of1-3 as well as their nonprotonated precursors

were determined at the MP2/6-311+G* level of theory, further
refined by calculating the zero-point and vibrational contribu-
tions as well as the single-point energies at MP4(fc,sdq). The
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δiso ) 1/3(δ11 + δ22 + δ33)

for |δ11 - δiso| g |δ33 - δiso|, CSA) 3/2(δ11 - δiso),
η ) (δ22 - δ33)/(δ11 - δiso)

for |δ11 - δiso| e |δ33 - δiso|, CSA) 3/2(δ33 - δiso),
η ) (δ22 - δ11)/(δ33 - δiso)

Figure 1. Calculated geometries of1 and2 with the selected bond
distances (Å) and angles (deg) shown. Both MP2/6-311+G* and
B3LYP/MP2/6-311+G* optimizations are shown. The geometries for
1 are inC2v symmetry, and those for2 are inCs. The structures are
slightly tilted about their C1-C4 axes to clarify the protonation of C1.
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differences between the energies determined as MP4(fc,sdq)/
6-311+G*//MP2/6-311+G* + ZPE (zero point energy)+
vibration+ translation+ rotation for the benzenium ions and
their precursors (Table 1) are in good agreement with experi-
mental proton affinities, where available.58 Comparison of the
theoretical PAs for toluene protonation at theortho, meta, and
para positions evokes the well-known selectivity for Friedel-
Crafts reactions carried out at low temperatures under thermo-
dynamic control. Furthermore, the relative energies ofo-3,m-3,
andp-3 suggest that temperature-dependent NMR studies should
find p-3 predominating at low temperatures and ano-3, p-3
equilibrium at higher temperatures. Similar results were previ-
ously obtained by Farcasiu for ethylbenzene in superacid
solution.27

NMR Experiments. The benzenium ion (1) was formed in
100% yield by protonation of benzene with excess HBr/AlBr3,
consistent with the findings of Farcasiu and co-workers.59

Figure 3 motivates our selections of labeling (13C6 vs 13C1) and
loading for chemical shift principal component measurements
and dynamic studies. The benzenium ion is static on the NMR
time scale at 77 K, and spinning side band patterns are evident
for all carbons. Comparison of spectra for1 prepared from
benzene-13C6 (Figure 3a) with that from benzene-13C1 (Figure
3b) shows that although the signal-to-noise ratio is superior with
higher label content, even with a smaller number of scans,
homonuclear dipolar coupling results in modest line broadening
in Figure 3a. Although apparent13C principal components can
be obtained from the side band amplitudes in Figure 3a, these
intensities will be slightly altered by13C-13C dipolar couplings;

therefore, we report below13C shift data measured from singly-
labeled aromatic rings, where possible, and exploit the higher
signal-to-noise ratio available with fully ring-labeled cations in
qualitative or semiquantitative studies of dynamics. The loading
of benzene was ca. 0.1 equiv for the samples reported in Figure
3a,b; Figure 3c,d demonstrates the complications of trying to
increase the signal-to-noise ratio by recourse to a higher benzene
loading, 0.25 equiv. At 77 K, both1 and unreacted benzene-
13C1 are present, and upon heating to 298 K, the spectrum
(Figure 3d) strongly suggests oligomeric (i.e., phenyl-substi-
tuted) benzenium ions.
In the following studies, the benzene loadings were low

enough that neither unreacted benzene nor oligomeric products
were complicating factors, and we were able to measure the
isotropic shifts and principal components. The experimental
and theoretical shift values are reported in Table 2. Experi-
mental shift components reported for C2 through C6 were
obtained from experiments using benzene-13C1, but the small
side band intensities for sp3 carbon C1 required that its
components be estimated from experiments employing benzene-
13C6. The 95% confidence intervals on the experimental data
reported in Table 2 are the result of four measurements.
Figure 4 reports a detailed study of the dynamics of1. At

193 K and higher the rigid-lattice spectrum collapses to a single
isotropic peak and associated side bands as a result of proton
exchange and other dynamics. Bloch decay spectra at 298 K
show that some of the benzenium ions undergo isotropic motion,
while the remainder exhibit anisotropic motion; the latter
component was isolated in a cross-polarization spectrum, and
Herzfeld-Berger analysis of the side band intensities revealed
near-axial symmetry for the chemical shift tensor (δ11 ) 208
ppm,δ22 ) 206 ppm, andδ33 ) 28 ppm).
Alkylbenzenium ions were prepared either by protonation of

the corresponding alkylbenzenes or by alkylation of benzene.
We prepared2 by reacting benzene on AlBr3 with an excess of
bromoethane (natural abundance) at 243 K. The experimental
spectrum in Figure 5a was acquired at 77 K. As was the case
for all of the ions studied here, for any selection of spinning
speed there was at least modest overlap for some of the side
bands. We acquired a spectrum with modest overlap and
decomposed each overlapped feature with a line-fitting program.
We further refined the resulting individual intensities using a
nonlinear least-squares algorithm to obtain a best fit of the
original spectrum; Figure 5b,c shows the optimized and differ-
ence spectra, respectively. The decomposed peak amplitudes
from Figure 4b were then used in the Herzfeld-Berger analysis.
Experimental and theoretical chemical shift data are reported
in Table 3 for ion2. As demonstrated by Farcasiu,27 the solution
spectrum of2 varies with temperature as a result of the
temperature dependence of thepara-ortho equilibrium. We
qualitatively observed this effect in the solid state, but further
reactions of ion2 to yield various degrees of substitution
occurred at higher temperatures, and we did not further
characterize the dynamics of2.
We prepared the toluenium ion3 by the reaction of a

stoichiometric amount of bromomethane and benzene on AlBr3

at 233 K. The13C principal components of thepara isomer
p-3 were measured from a sample prepared by reacting
bromomethane and benzene-13C1 (Table 4). Like ion1, p-3
was sufficiently mobile at higher temperatures that motional
averaging eliminated the side bands. In addition, the resonances
of C1 (49 ppm) and C3,5 (139 ppm) were noticeably broadened
at 213 K (Figure 6) and broadened almost beyond detection at
243 K. At 273 K, two slightly broadened peaks were clearly
resolved at 73 and 128 ppm, which were the population-
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Figure 2. Calculated geometries of toluenium ionso-3, m-3, andp-3
with the selected bond distances (Å) and angles (deg) shown. Reported
geometries are inCs symmetry. For parts a, c, and d, the total energy
(kcal/mol) relative to part a is shown. MP2/6-311+G* geometries are
shown for all isomers, and the B3LYP/6-311+G* geometry is also
shown forp-3. The structures are again slightly tilted about their C1-
C4 axes for clarity.
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weighted averages of the respective C1 and C3,5 shifts of the
para- andortho-protonated toluenium ions. Figure 6 shows a
dramatic example of temperature-dependent isomerization of a
carbocation on a solid acid and underscores the value of NMR
measurements over a range of temperatures in studies of solid
acid chemistry.
It is well known that olefins undergo Friedel-Crafts chem-

istry on AlCl3 or AlBr3, and it is assumed that there must be a
trace of Brønsted acidity even on highly purified aluminum
halide powders.2 Figure 7 reports13C NMR results from a
persuasive, if indirect, test of Brønsted acidity. We adsorbed
very low loadings (ca. 0.01 equiv) of either toluene-R-13C or
toluene-ring-13C6 onto AlBr3. At 298 K, the mobility of both
toluene and3 is such that1J1H-13C scalar couplings can be
measured for the methyl carbon. Figure 7a,b shows this very
clearly; a well-resolved quartet (1J1H-13C ) 128 Hz) is seen in
the 13C MAS NMR spectrum without1H decoupling. In

contrast, the ring carbons show little if any evidence of1H-
13C scalar coupling, and they show modest but clear downfield
shifts relative to toluene (Figure 7c,d). The magnitude of these
downfield shifts is related to the ratio of accessible Brønsted
sites to adsorbate molecules as seen when HBr is coadsorbed
(Figure 7e).
Chemical Shift Calculations. In Tables 2-4 we report the

principal components of the13C NMR shifts calculated at GIAO-
MP2/tzp/dz on both the MP2 and DFT geometries and compare
these with the experimental values for1, 2, andp-3, respectively.
For the isotropic shifts, the average absolute deviation between
calculations and experiment is only 2 ppm (on the MP2
geometries), and the deviations in the principal components
sometimes lie outside of the 95% confidence intervals for the
measured quantities. Results obtained from a similar compari-
son using the shifts calculated from the DFT geometries are no
worse, demonstrating that the B3LYP geometries are equally
useful in the determination of the GIAO-MP2 chemical shifts.
Note that the theoretical values forp-3 are in close agreement
with the low-temperature measurements of3, while the higher
temperature experiments are consistent with fast exchange in a
mixture ofp-3 ando-3.
Experimental measurement of the orientation of the principal

axis systems in the molecular frame requires goniometer
measurements on a large single crystal,60-62 and such are
unlikely for salts of benzenium ions; however, orientations are
obtainable from theoretical tensors, and these are shown for1,
o-3, m-3, andp-3 in Figure 8.

Discussion

Benzenium Ion Dynamics on Solid Acids.Two types of
dynamics are central to the experimental observations in this
study: proton exchange and motional averaging of the benzen-
ium ions (Scheme 2). The dynamics of1 can be interpreted
by comparison of Figure 4 with the theoretical tensors.1 has
four non equivalent tensors (Table 2 and Figure 4) at 77 K and
a single, axially symmetric tensor at higher temperatures. We
consider each of the dynamical processes first independently
and then in combination.1H scrambling (Scheme 2a) alone
results in a single tensor (as observed), but correct averaging
of the six chemical shift tensors for this process results inδ11
) 246 ppm,δ22 ) 185 ppm, andδ33 ) 11 ppm. These values
are clearly inconsistent with experiment. At 298 K, some of

(60) Pausak, S.; Pines, A.; Waugh, J. S.J. Chem. Phys.1973, 59, 591-
595.

(61) Facelli, J. C.; Grant, D. M.; Michl, J.Acc. Chem. Res.1987, 20,
152-158.

(62) Iuliucci, R. J.; Facelli, J. C.; Alderman, D. W.; Grant, D. M.J. Am.
Chem. Soc.1995, 117, 2336-2343.

Table 1. Theoretical Gas Phase Energies and Proton Affinities of the Benzenium Ionsa

molecule MP2(fc) (Hartrees) MP4(fc,sdq) (Hartrees) ZPE (Hartrees) vibrational (Hartrees) PA (kcal/mol) exptl PAb (kcal/mol)

benzene -231.540 480 -231.572 401 0.097 778 0.004 505
1 -231.824 142 -231.867 871 0.110 021 0.005 445 178.6 181.3
toluene -270.726 070 -270.768 016 0.125 841 0.006 260
p-3 -271.022 033 -271.077 373 0.138 204 0.007 002 187.4 189.8
o-3 -271.019 907 -271.074 369 0.137 800 0.006 364 186.2
m-3 -271.014 547 -271.067 628 0.137 568 0.006 526 182.0
ethylbenzene -309.908 321 -309.960 759 0.155 926 0.007 834
2 -310.205 883 -310.271 747 0.167 785 0.008 207 189.0 191.6

aMP2(fc) energies are from the MP2 optimizations. MP4(fc,sdq) single-point energies were calculated for the MP2 optimized structures. Thermal
contributions (zero-point energies (ZPE) and vibrational corrections) were determined for the MP2 geometries at 298.15 K and 1 atm. Proton
affinities (PA) are reported as-∆H for the formation of HB+ from B and H+. Thus, the total enthalpy (not shown) is determined as MP4(fc,sdq)/
6-311+G*//MP2/6-311+G* + ZPE+ vib + trans+ rot. Finally,∆H ) HBH

+ - HB - HH
+ + ∆nRT) HBH

+ - HB - 3/2RT- RT) HBH
+ - HB

- 5/2RT. b The experimental proton affinity data were taken from Pedley, J. B.Thermochemical Data of Organic Compounds, 2nd ed.; Chapman &
Hall: New York, 1986.

Figure 3. 13C MAS (75.36 MHz) spectra of the benzenium ion
prepared by the protonation of benzene-13C6 (spectrum a) or benzene-
13C1 (spectra b-d) with HBr/AlBr3. The loading of benzene was ca.
0.1 equiv for a and b and ca. 0.25 equiv for c and d. Spectra a-c are
cross-polarization spectra acquired using 1 ms contact time and 2 s
pulse delay; spectrum d is a Bloch decay spectrum with 4 s pulse delay.
The higher loading of benzene results in oligomeric cations at room
temperature. The spinning speeds and number of scans are (a) 4000
Hz, 2000 scans; (b) 4000 Hz, 3200 scans; (c) 4000 Hz, 2000 scans;
(d) 2500 Hz, 100 scans.
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the benzenium ions in the experiment reported in Figure 4
undergo isotropic motion, but most undergo anisotropic motion
(cf. Figure 4d,e). The observation of a single isotropic signal
rules out rotation as the sole dynamical process. Consider the
effect of proton exchange and isotropic rotation; in this case a
single isotropic shift is predicted near 148 ppm. Instead consider
both proton exchange and anisotropic rotation about an axis
perpendicular to the plane defined by the ring (Scheme 2b).
For this case, appropriate averaging of the tensors for1 results
in a single, axially symmetric tensor withδ⊥ ) 216 ppm (cf.
208 and 206 ppm exptl) andδ// ) 11 ppm (cf. 28 ppm exptl).
The agreement between experimental values and those derived
from the latter model is very persuasive.

Dynamics were also observed for2 and3, but these were
more complicated. For the well-studied case of3, proton
exchange is coupled with rotational averaging about multiple
axes. Furthermore, the nonequivalence of the energies and sites
in o-, m-, andp-3 results in temperature-dependent equilibria
and the characteristic appearance of the spectra in Figure 6.
Finally, the dynamics of proton exchange were also mani-

fested in self-decoupling and loading-dependent chemical shifts
for toluene on nominally pure AlBr3 (Figure 7). Self-decoupling
reveals low concentrations of Brønsted sites provided they are
strong enough to protonate the adsorbate.

13C Chemical Shift Tensors. This study advances the
understanding of chemical shift tensors of carbocations. The
claim of Sieber, Schleyer, and Gauss33 that the GIAO-MP2/
tzp/dz method produces reliable13C isotropic shifts for ben-
zenium ions has been extended to include the principal
components.
The orientations of the shift tensors are in accord with what

one would expect from molecular symmetry and qualitative

Table 2. Calculated (GIAO) and Experimentala 13C Chemical Shift Data for the Benzenium Cation1

level of theoryb carbon δiso(ppm) CSA (ppm) η δ11(ppm) δ22(ppm) δ33(ppm)

MP2//MP2 1 53 82 0.74 108 46 5
MP2//B3LYP 1 52 83 0.72 108 45 5
exptl/C6 (77 K) 1 53 84 0.45 109 37 12
MP2//MP2 2, 6 186 -258 0.56 320 223 14
MP2//B3LYP 2, 6 185 -257 0.55 318 223 13
exptl/C1 (77 K) 2, 6 185 -251 0.44 305(11) 232(17) 18(11)
MP2//MP2 3, 5 142 -198 0.69 254 163 11
MP2//B3LYP 3, 5 141 -196 0.69 251 161 10
exptl/C1 (77 K) 3, 5 138 -185 0.37 222(5) 177(5) 15(8)
MP2//MP2 4 177 -246 0.36 289 229 13
MP2//B3LYP 4 177 -248 0.35 289 231 12
exptl/C1 (77 K) 4 178 -242 0.34 286(16) 231(27) 17(14)
exptl/C6 (298 K) allc 147 -179 0.02 208 206 28

a Isotropic chemical shifts and principal components are reported relative to TMS. The GIAO method was used for all chemical shift calculations.
Numbers in parentheses adjacent to experimental principal components report the 95% confidence limits; for example, 305(11) means 305( 11
ppm. The same notation is used in Tables 3 and 4.b For brevity, the shorthand MP2//MP2 is used in the table to indicate MP2/tzp/dz NMR
calculations on a geometry optimized using MP2/6-311+G*. Likewise, MP2//B3LYP indicates MP2/tzp/dz NMR of an optimization using B3LYP/
6-311+G*. The precise notation for these calculations is MP2/tzp/dz//MP2/6-311+G* and MP2/tzp/dz//B3LYP/6-311+G*, respectively.cRapid
proton exchange makes all six carbons equivalent at this temperature.

Figure 4. 13C MAS spectra (75.36 MHz) showing the dynamics of
the benzenium ion. The ion was prepared by reacting benzene-13C6 with
HBr on AlBr3 at 243 K; the loading of benzene-13C6 was less than 0.1
equiv: (a) cross-polarization (CP) spectrum of a static benzenium ion
with four isotropic shifts; (b and c) Bloch decay (BD) spectra of the
benzenium ion at 193 and 233 K, respectively; (d) Bloch decay
spectrum of the benzenium ion at 298 K, showing two peaks at 147
and 145 ppm as can be seen in the inset; (e) cross-polarization spectrum
of the benzenium ion at 298 K, showing the 147 ppm resonance and
its associated side bands. The spinning speed was 4150 Hz for spectrum
a and 3000 Hz for all other spectra.

Figure 5. (a) 13C CP/MAS spectrum (75.36 MHz) of the ethylben-
zenium (ring-labeled) ion acquired at 77 K. The ion was prepared by
reacting benzene-13C6 (less than 0.1 equiv) with excess bromoethane
on AlBr3 at 243 K. (b) Optimized simulated spectrum with Lorentzian
line shapes using a nonlinear least-squares algorithm (see text). (c)
Difference spectrum of a and b.
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ideas of ring currents. Consider cation1 (Figure 8), which is
of C2v symmetry. The two planes of symmetry contained in
this point group exactly specify the orientations of two of the
tensor components, and the third is specified by orthogonality.
The component perpendicular to the plane containing all ring
carbons (the ring plane) isδ33, the most shielded component.
The component perpendicular to the second mirror plane isδ22,
and the least shielded directionδ11 is coincident with the C-H
bond vectors. Since theδ22 component lies closest to the C-C
bond vectors, it is more sensitive to determinate errors due to

dipolar couplings. The apparent principal component data
measured for the samples of1 prepared from benzene-13C6 (not
shown) had larger errors inδ22 than did the measurements based
on benzene-13C1. All three isomers of3 are ofCs symmetry.
For o-3 andm-3, the mirror plane contains all seven carbons
(the ring plane). Such symmetry necessitates that two of the
principal components lie in the ring plane perpendicular to one
another, while the third is normal to that plane. In thep-3 case
the mirror plane contains atoms C1, C4, and C7 and both protons
bonded to C1. While C1, C2, C4, and C6 all haveδ33 components

Table 3. Calculated and Experimental13C Chemical Shift Data for the Ethylbenzenium Cation2

level of theoryb carbon δiso(ppm) CSA (ppm) η δ11(ppm) δ22(ppm) δ33(ppm)

MP2//MP2 1 48 74 0.72 97 41 6
MP2//B3LYP 1 48 73 0.72 97 42 6
Exptl/C6 (77 K) 1 48 74 0.71 97 41 6
MP2//MP2 2, 6 178 -242 0.58 305 212 16
MP2//B3LYP 2, 6 177 -241 0.58 305 211 17
exptl/C1 (77 K) 2, 6 179 -239 0.38 289(9) 228(11) 20(4)
MP2//MP2 3, 5 143 -173 0.85 249 151 27
MP2//B3LYP 3, 5 141 -173 0.83 246 151 26
exptl/C1 (77 K) 3, 5 137 -159 0.57 220 160 31
MP2//MP2 4 211 -286 0.21 326 286 20
MP2//B3LYP 4 211 -286 0.20 325 287 20
exptl/C1 (77 K) 4 203 -276 0.05 301(8) 291(13) 19(6)
MP2//MP2 7 42 -32 0.74 61 45 21
MP2//MP2 7 42 -32 0.82 62 44 20
MP2//MP2 8 20 -29 0.16 32 29 1
MP2//MP2 8 21 -29 0.11 32 30 1

a Isotropic chemical shifts and principal components are reported relative to TMS. The GIAO method was used for all chemical shift calculations.
b For brevity, the shorthand MP2//MP2 is used in the table to indicate MP2/tzp/dz NMR calculations on a geometry optimized using MP2/6-
311+G*. Likewise, MP2//B3LYP indicates MP2/tzp/dz NMR of an optimization using B3LYP/6-311+G*. The precise notation for these calculations
is MP2/tzp/dz//MP2/6-311+G* and MP2/tzp/dz//B3LYP/6-311+G*, respectively.

Table 4. Calculated13C chemical shift data for thep-, o-, andm-Toluenium Cations

level of theoryb carbon δiso(ppm) CSA (ppm) η δ11(ppm) δ22(ppm) δ33(ppm)

p-3
MP2//MP2 1 49 74 0.76 98 43 5
MP2//B3LYP 1 48 74 0.74 98 42 5
Exptl/C1 (77 K) 1 49 68 1.00 94 50 5
MP2//MP2 2, 6 179 -243 0.59 308 212 17
MP2//B3LYP 2, 6 178 -242 0.59 306 211 16
exptl/C1 (77 K) 2, 6 179 -239 0.46 295(8) 222(7) 20(4)
MP2//MP2 3, 5 143 -174 0.83 250 153 27
MP2//B3LYP 3, 5 142 -173 0.83 247 152 26
exptl/C1 (77 K) 3, 5 139 -164 0.65 229(3) 158(5) 30(5)
MP2//MP2 4 203 -278 0.07 302 289 18
MP2//B3LYP 4 204 -280 0.08 305 291 18
exptl/C1 (77 K) 4 200 -287 0.10 305(19) 285(24) 9(11)
MP2//MP2 7 32 -40 0.21 48 42 5
MP2//B3LYP 7 32 -40 0.24 48 42 5

o-3
MP2//MP2 1 56 76 0.32 107 39 22
MP2//MP2 2 213 -289 0.19 327 291 20
MP2//MP2 3 143 -180 0.77 249 157 22
MP2//MP2 4 172 -234 0.39 280 219 16
MP2//MP2 5 139 -193 0.70 249 158 10
MP2//MP2 6 178 -240 0.59 305 211 18
MP2//MP2 7 30 -40 0.43 49 37 3

m-3
MP2//MP2 1 53 82 0.67 108 44 7
MP2//MP2 2 186 -241 0.58 313 220 25
MP2//MP2 3 157 -212 0.39 255 200 16
MP2//MP2 4 177 -220 0.44 283 218 30
MP2//MP2 5 142 -193 0.72 253 160 14
MP2//MP2 6 181 -253 0.57 314 217 13
MP2//MP2 7 22 -39 0.43 41 30 -4
a Isotropic chemical shifts and principal components are reported relative to TMS. The GIAO method was used for all chemical shift calculations.

Experimental values are also reported forp-3. b For brevity, the shorthand MP2//MP2 is used in the table to indicate MP2/tzp/dz NMR calculations
on a geometry optimized using MP2/6-311+G*. Likewise, MP2//B3LYP indicates MP2/tzp/dz NMR of an optimization using B3LYP/6-311+G*.
The precise notation for these calculations is MP2/tzp/dz//MP2/6-311+G* and MP2/tzp/dz//B3LYP/6-311+G*, respectively.
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perpendicular to the ring plane (δ11 andδ22 lie in the ring plane),
theδ33 values for carbons C3 and C5 are tilted less than 1° from

the normal, pointing toward C7. Protonation in theortho or
metapositions also tilts some of theδ11 values slightly away
from their C-H bond vectors.
We now attempt to evaluate the cause and significance of

the deviations in the measured and computed principal com-
ponent data. Such agreement for the individual components is
necessarily worse than for the isotropic shift, as the latter is an
average of the former. Furthermore, the magnitude of the errors
can appear worse if the principal components are tabulated in
terms ofδiso, η, and CSA. δiso is known to a high degree of

Figure 6. 13C Bloch decay MAS spectra (75.36 MHz) showing the
dynamics of the toluenium ion. The cation was synthesized by reacting
bromomethane-13C with benzene-13C6 on AlBr3 at 233 K. The spectrum
at 213 K shows the peaks for the toluenium ion at 32 (methyl), 49
(C1), 179 (C2), 139 (C3), and 200 (C4) ppm. The peak at 131 ppm is
unreacted benzene-13C6. At 243 K, the peaks were much sharper, and
the 139 and 49 ppm peaks were severely broadened. At 273 K, the
spectrum shows two peaks at 128 and 73 ppm reflecting fast exchange
betweeno-3 andp-3.

Figure 7. 13C MAS spectra (75.36 MHz) of toluene on AlBr3. Spectra
(a-d) were acquired on samples in which toluene was adsorbed onto
as-received AlBr3, while spectrum e was acquired on a sample loaded
with excess HBr. Toluene loadings for all the samples were ca. 0.01
equiv: (a) Bloch decay spectrum of toluene-R-13C with proton
decoupling; (b) Bloch decay spectrum of toluene-R-13Cwithout proton
decoupling showing a quartet structure because of1J1H-13C scalar
coupling; (c) Bloch decay spectrum of toluene-ring-13C6 with proton
decoupling showing four isotropic shifts, which are the weighted
averages of the chemical shifts of a toluene and a toluenium ion; (d)
Bloch decay spectrum of toluene-ring-13C6 without proton decoupling
showing no1H-13C scalar coupling; (e) Bloch decay spectrum of a
toluene-ring-13C6 sample on AlBr3 loaded with excess HBr, showing
the formation of the toluenium ion.

Figure 8. Orientations of the chemical shift tensors for ions1, p-3,
o-3, andm-3. With the exception of C3 and C5 (see text) inp-3, in all
shown casesδ11 andδ22 lie in the plane of the ring (the plane of the
page), andδ33 lies perpendicular to that plane (out of the page).

Scheme 2
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accuracy, and the error from the principal components is
concentrated in the asymmetry parameter and the anisotropy.
Therefore, the experimental asymmetry parameters in Tables
2-5 are not in especially good agreement with the calculated
values. We have also seen this disagreement in unpublished
work in which the experimental measurements could be carried
out with smaller confidence intervals.
Given the generally excellent agreement between the experi-

mental and theoretical isotropic shifts, attempting to model the
influence of the medium, as was necessary for the isopropyl63

and tert-butyl cations,64 is not warranted here. The only
evidence to the contrary is that the inset in Figure 4d suggests
that the isotropic shifts of benzenium ions undergoing isotropic
vs anisotropic tumbling differ by 2 ppm.
The individual components are almost certainly more sensitive

to deficiencies in basis sets or treatment of correlation than are

the isotropic shifts. Our suspicion is that the greatest source of
the discrepancy for the principal components measured and
calculated here is the present state of theoretical methodology.
At this point, however, we are satisfied with the level of
agreement that we did obtain and the interplay between
experiment and theory in treating dynamics of benzenium ions
in the solid state.
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